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September 12, 2022 
MINUTES  

COMMON PROPERTY, FOREST & WILDLIFE COMMITTEE 
               

Highlights/topics of the meeting are summarized below: 
 

Next CPFWC meeting will be October 3, 2022,  1:30  PTEC   
  
Committee Members  
Scott McCord, Chairman   Tom Impellizzeri (Absent) 
Anne Shears     Todd Noles (Staff Liaison) 
Michael Beaver (Absent)   John Boykin 
Max Billingsley    Tucker Omohundro (BOD Liaison) 
Bart Langford      
        
Guest: 
Ken Unger (Public Works), Bruce Caverly 

 
Call to Order:    

Scott McCord, Chairman, called the meeting to order at 1:30 p.m.   
 
Minutes:    

Minutes of the August 1, 2022 Meeting was approved. 
  

Press:  None 
 
STAFF LIAISON’S REPORT:  Todd Noles 
 
DEER HUNT:  There were 63 deer taken in the Urban Deer Hunt to date.  Out of the 63 deer, 47 have 
been donated to Hunters Feeding the Hungry.  
 
We are getting complaints from fire stations because there is a reluctance to issue the tags, etc.  We may 
need higher level administration to help out.  Fire Stations are open 24/7.  Tags are only issued between 
8:00 AM and 5:00 PM.   
 
Fire Department staff are reluctant to handle deer and the refrigeration unit/trailer.  Todd offered to 
wash the concrete driveway and also looked into the refrigeration unit to see if it was full.   
 
CHAIRMAN:  We have had some complaints, but these are significantly reduced compared to last year.  I 
believe this may be because of Tom’s speech at Orientation, which was well-received.  Tom had stated 
that if encroachment of stands occurs and the two hunters cannot resolve the conflict, then BOTH 
hunters will be required to remove their stands.  
 
INVESTIGATIONS OF COMPLAINTS:  First, investigations determine whether the stand is in a legal area 
for hunting.  On private land, permission from the owner is required.  One hunter stated that he had 
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permission from Renaissance Homes, but further investigation revealed that Renaissance is not the 
owner of that piece of property.  The hunter was asked to move his camera and he did so.   
 
A hunter had a stand inside the fence at Lake Lago.  The man moved his camera but left his stand.  He 
was given one week to remove the stand;  he did not comply, and the stand was confiscated.  
 
A hunter’s camera was stolen.  The thief was photographed in-the-act by a second camera.  The thief 
arrived prepared with tools and intent. 
 
A meeting is scheduled for 9/23 to discuss the four major components of the deer hunt registration and 
who will be assigned duties.  What does it take to do this hunt?  ABA, POA, CPF&W and AG&F.  It takes 
about 40 people to run the orientation and registration.  
 
ILLEGAL HUNTING ACTIVITY:  Early on, Brad Gaston placed a stand off of Mercia Way.  He was hoping to 
take a large buck.  On the Tuesday, before the official opening of the season, he found blood where an 
unknown person had shot the buck.  So far, this has been the only hunting violation to date. 
 
MOWING:   Mowing of Dams began 9/5.  Spraying will begin with broad leaf killer at some of the bad 
intersections.  This should give us 3-4 years virtually weed-free in these areas.  A Growler Head has been 
ordered for side mount.  We have a big problem with limbs hanging over roads, and trees in ditches.  
This new equipment is stronger than the one we have been using because it is made for clearing brush.  
We will begin after mowing season ends.  We are mowing on Cortez, going to Barcelona and then Calella 
and Santa Maria—then back to Desoto again.  And, the NEW BUSH HOG will help tremendously. 
 
GREEN BAY PACKING:  We are waiting on some decision-making, red tape, signatures, etc.  The subject 
stand of trees consists of 70+ acres and timber can be removed through Green Bay’s roads, so as not to 
damage OUR roads.  
 
BALBOA GATE AREA:  There have been calls about the appearance of the Balboa Gate entry area.  We 
will cut the stumps but will not grind them.  Lake dredge leavings will be used for fill dirt to cover the 
stumps.  Straw will be laid and grass seed strewn for new grass next spring.   
 
The seeding of the area near Beaver Dam Trail has been successful and it is beautiful. 
 
IPS INFESTATION:  Bart and Max described a new IPS infestation just east of Iniciador, west of the 
previously-treated area.  Eighteen diseased/dead trees have been cut on Victoria Lane.   This grove is 
entirely brown.  We need to look at that to determine what must be done.  Best Forestry Practice might 
be to clear-cut and reforest.  Our foresters will examine the site to try to locate areas to create healthy 
buffers.  
 
PERMITS:  After a site visit to 3 Pulpo to see the results of cutting for view, John and Anne recommended 
closing this file.  File was closed 8-1-22. 
 
ENCROACHMENT ON LAKE DESOTO:  Common Property adjacent to the Entergy Easement has been 
encroached by 9 Alba.  This area has been covered by black vynal weed barrier and covered by gravel.  
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The gravel is falling into the lake revealing the black vynal hanging over the embankment.  There were no 
inquiries from homeowner, and no applications for permits.  Staff (Todd) will contact homeowner to 
explain that no manufactured items may be placed on common property and that permits are required 
for any changes to common property.   
 
SPECIAL GUEST KEN UNGER presented new yard waste disposal procedures developed with the goal of 
replacing the Paper Bag & Tag pickups.   The Terlingua facility will be open to residents to bring 
bags/cans of yard waste to dump at the site.   They are to dump the yard waste and take their bags and 
containers home.  (Previously, the bags were not successful due to falling apart when wet.)  As for bulk 
leaf pickup, the new procedure will allow the use of up to 39-Gallon trash cans.  There will be a limit of 
22 bags/containers for a $20 fee. 
 
OTHER BUSINESS:  None  
 
 
Adjourned 3:00 PM               
 
 Next Meeting:  October 3,  2022, at 1:30 PM at PTEC 

 
 

SS/  Scott McCord Chairman     Date:   October 3, 2022 

 
 
 
 


